
Leading Through Storms: 
Enabling you and your organisation to navigate the climate crisis  

 

                   A ten-month community of enquiry. May 2020 to February 2021 

There are no maps or precedents to guide us through the climate crisis: we have to create a response. This is a unique 

chance to join in a community of conscious leadership practice which can provide processes, knowhow, support and 

inspiration. Leading Through Storms is intended for leaders working in business and other organisations, plus senior 

consultants and coaches supporting them. If you feel tension between your own concerns on climate and what you and 

your organisation can do, if you want a process of exploration and insights leading to action, this programme is for you.  

Leading Through Storms includes four residential workshops in a catalytic woodland setting, plus individual and group 

sessions. The climate crisis can be bewildering and overwhelming for all of us, and this programme offers a safe, 

supportive and informed space for you to gain clarity, experiment, explore, and shape viable responses for you and your 

organisation.   

Joining this programme will enable you to: 

● Understand the impacts of climate and associated disruption on you and your organisation: upsides as well as 

threats.  

●  Evolve your personal response to the predicaments we face and grow your capacity for resilience and adaptation. 

● Identify the best ways for your business or other organisation to move forward, and for you to lead this process: 

exploring into the process of change and the new capacities your organisation will need. 

 

 



 

The Programme 

Leading Through Storms is a ten-month programme, in which we will form a learning community with four residential 

workshops plus a range of support and contact, both individual and group, including monthly Zoom calls, shared online 

resources, small groups to research or train in specific issues, and one-on-one calls with a facilitator. Consulting or 

coaching support for your organisation is available as an add-on.  

Our work will go beyond reducing carbon footprint to include exploration of regeneration (e.g. for impacts on ecology and 

in supply chains) and consideration of threats, best responses, and potential innovation opportunities for major climate 

issues such as food shortages. 

 The group will be limited to 22 participants. 

Our aim is to provide scope for each participant 

to explore and find what they need both 

personally and for their organisation, helped by 

learning and support from the group. The 

programme will be co-designed to meet 

participants’ aims. 

A key part of the programme is our unique 

residential venue. Hazel Hill is a 70-acre 

conservation woodland with low-impact, off-

grid residential facilities, and is a great catalyst 

for new perspectives. Our workshops there will 

include full and small group sessions, 

discussions round a campfire, solo time to find 

insights in the forest, and relaxing in the wood-

fired hot tub. See more at www.hazelhill.org.uk.  

 

Timings 

Taster evening in Central London January 8, 2020  

Foundations May 12-14 2-night residential, with Jem Bendell 

Clarifying September 21-23  2-night residential 

Deepening November 30-December 2 2-night residential 

Into Action February 22-23, 2021 1-night residential 

 

Programme Cost 

Paid by large business: £8000 

Paid by small business/public/3rd sector: £5300 

Paying individually: £4300 

 

Costs include all accommodation, food, facilitation, materials, and support between workshops, but exclude VAT. 

 

Key Processes 

The facilitators bring decades of experience and a broad range of processes to draw on in tailoring the programme to 

the needs of the group. In our ten-month journey, we will work as a collaborative peer-learning group, exploring 

personal, interpersonal and systemic issues. A couple of key processes we will offer:  

http://www.hazelhill.org.uk/


 

Deep Adaptation: This response to climate change was initiated by Professor Jem Bendell. Key aspects of his approach 

include responding actively to the impacts of worsening climate, alongside mitigation; the need to deal with feelings 

about the crisis in order to move into active responses; and exploring what needs to be relinquished, restored and 

reconciled for ourselves, society and business. 

Community of Practice: This is a unique chance to learn and explore with fellow leaders, 

to gain reflections, mutual support, and draw on the whole group’s experience. 

Transformational Leadership: This crisis is calling for something new from each of us and 

from our organisations. A major aim of the programme is to enable you to embody a 

new approach, and to achieve transformational resilience for yourself and your 

organisation. 

Multiple Insights: As Albert Einstein said, “No problem can be solved from the same level 

of consciousness that created it”. We will bring methodologies and approaches from 

psychology, coaching, action learning, ecology, organisation, leadership and spiritual 

development to provide you with an enhanced toolkit and frame on how to be an 

effective leader in these extraordinary times.  

Learning from nature: Most of Seeding Our Future’s programmes involve some immersion 

in Nature, as this is the most powerful catalyst we know for enabling people of all kinds 

to open to different viewpoints, resource themselves, and integrate a new direction. 

 

The Shared Journey 

Although we have an overall content with the four workshops, the detail of the content will be shaped to meet your 

needs as much as possible.  The main elements of the programme are:  

Workshop 1 (May 12-14) 

• Start to build a strong and supportive community in the unique setting of Hazel Hill Wood.  

• Explore what brings us here, what are our burning questions?  

• Go more deeply into the reality of Deep Adaptation, with contributions from Jem Bendell (see more below) 
• Set our personal and organisational intent for the programme. 

• Decide on a first set of micro experiments and explorations for us and our organisations. 

In workshop 2 we will:  

• Review our experiments and share learning.  

• Deepen our personal resilience and our capacity to hold uncertainty, for ourselves and for our organisations. 

• Decide on a second set of micro experiments and explorations to go out into the world with. 

In workshop three we will:  

• Review our experiments and share learning 

• Consolidate personal adaptation and resilience skills for the turbulence ahead.  

• Shape a draft plan of action to lead our organisations through adaptation to climate change 

• Clarify experiments and questions for the next three months. 

In workshop four we will:  

• Gather and celebrate our shared learning 

• Confirm personal and organisational intentions 

• Identify learning aims and support resources for the future 

 



 

 

Monthly small group Zoom calls: We propose to create 4 small groups of 5-6 people each. These will be offered a 

monthly Zoom call with one of the facilitators, aiming to provide both practical guidance for your exploration, and 

personal support. 

 One-on-one calls: You will also be offered the option of three individual calls with one of the facilitators. The focus is 

for you to choose, and can include an element of coaching, mentoring or specific skills input.  

Small task groups: The programme contains the capacity for up to four ad hoc groups to undertake research or 

training in topics chosen by participants, with support from a facilitator.  

Online resources: We will also provide a means of sharing resources from all members of the group.  

Additional support: If you would like additional inputs for yourself or for your organisation, we will be happy to quote 

for those as an additional service. 

 

Facilitator Profiles 

 

 

 

 

How to apply  

If you are interested in joining us, coming to our taster event or setting up a Skype, Zoom or phone call with one of the 

facilitators, so that you can assess if this programme is for you. Please contact us with three times when you would be 

available to talk for around twenty minutes: Alan Heeks, data@workingvision.com, 07976 602787 

 

www.futurescanning.org 

 

Alan Heeks: Alan is a Harvard MBA with a successful corporate career including seven years 

as a Managing Director, and co-founding Caradon plc. His work has focused on future 

resilience and climate issues since 2012, leading a range of projects and workshops for 

organisations, community groups and individuals. He works closely with Jem Bendell: 

nominated by Jem as a Deep Adaptation Advocate. Alan is also founder and Chair of Hazel 

Hill Trust, the charity which runs Hazel Hill Wood. See www.naturalhappiness.net  

Jacqueline Farr: Jake is passionate about responses to climate change, actively involved 

with her local Extinction Rebellion group, and works as a group facilitator, management 

coach and psychotherapist. She has also led many organisational change programme for 

corporate clients. Jake is a trustee of Hazel Hill Trust and has led many groups there. See: 

www.apodltd.com 

James Barlow: James supports fellow human beings to build increased consciousness and 

more fulfilling relationships with themselves, the people with whom they interact and the 

broader non-human world. He compassionately listens, coaches and provokes. He has an 

MSc in Responsibility and Business Practice from the University of Bath & 30 years’ 

corporate experience, including time with Unilever and PepsiCo, much of this working as a 

sustainability professional.  

Kirstin Irving: Kirstin helps people develop their approach to leadership so that they can live 

and work with greater coherence and integrity. Trained as a psychologist she has supported 

change-leaders in corporate environments for over 25 years. Her deep wish is to catalyse 

transformational change in service of better futures for all: see www.changetools.net. 

 

mailto:data@workingvision.com
http://www.futurescanning.org/
http://www.naturalhappiness.net/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


